The Johnson Law Group Advantage
Johnson Law Group is a team of dedicated attorneys passionate about helping you
and those you love. With a focus on mesothelioma, we hold industries, companies and
individuals accountable when their negligence and wrongdoing have a direct effect
on your life. Among the many reasons to choose Johnson Law Group:

We have an impressive record of success.
While there is no amount of money that can make a mesothelioma
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We are seasoned mesothelioma advocates who understand the
complexities of these cases and possess the experience and
resources necessary to maximize your compensation. Our results
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speak for themselves, but a few cases resonate among our team
and are particularly gratifying:
■ A recently retired pipefitter discovered his mesothelioma after working for
nearly three decades in a Pennsylvania power plant where he was unknowingly
exposed to asbestos-containing products like cement pipe, gaskets and
packing used on equipment like valves, pumps and turbines. Like many
mesothelioma patients, he found himself with insufficient life insurance and
retirement assets, and fearful that his limited health insurance would leave his
family overwhelmed with medical bills. His settlement gave him the peace of

mind that his wife would be well taken care of, essentially providing the life
insurance he didn’t have. The case settled for $3,257,557.17, prior to attorneys’
fees of $1,140,145 and litigation expenses of $52,134.17.
■ A 68-year-old carpenter developed pleural mesothelioma after 40 years of
asbestos exposure in a variety of building materials, including joint compounds,
ceiling tile and floor tile. The case settled with all but one defendant prior
to trial, and at trial our legal team was able to secure a verdict that eventually
allowed his wife and sons to pay off a mortgage for the house and family land,
as well as deal with extensive medical bills. To date, the client has received
$3,857,497.50, prior to attorneys’ fees of $1,542,999 and litigation expenses
of $150,249.91.
■ A 53-year-old woman was exposed to asbestos from the late 1960s
through the 1980s while laundering her father’s asbestos-laden work clothes
and later by working in a pump repair plant. In addition to providing for her
husband’s wellbeing, the settlement also established an important legacy
for this devoted grandmother who never finished high school: She would be
able to fund an educational trust to help her two grandchildren attend college.
The case settled for $3,337,500, prior to attorneys’ fees
of $1,112,500 and litigation expenses of $131,397.91.

We have big-firm presence and resources,
small-firm service and care.
Johnson Law Group has headquarters in Houston
and the resources and relationships to have a strong
national presence. Our experience spans the oil and
gas industries of the Gulf Coast to the industry and
infrastructure of the Eastern Seaboard to the pipelines
and pipefitters of the West and Pacific Northwest,
and our cases pursue multinational corporations,
contractors and others who chose to place profits
over the safety and wellbeing of their team.

Each mesothelioma case, including yours, is unique, and no matter the details we
bring all of our resources and experience to bear toward a successful and just resolution.
We become personally invested with each case we take on, and pride ourselves on
the exceptional level of service and care we offer to each family.

Our passion and compassion make a difference.
Our experience representing mesothelioma patients and their families has led to
a passionate commitment among our entire team to hold the companies and industries
responsible for the suffering caused by this devastating disease. We are dedicated to
serving each family with compassion and respect, and we take each result personally.
Simply put, the attorneys on your case have a strong will to produce the best possible
result for you and your loved ones.

Organized and efficient, we take care of everything.
With all you are facing, taking on a potentially complicated legal case
might seem overwhelming and out of reach. But our experience in
thousands of mesothelioma cases gives us strong confidence that
meaningful recovery is possible for you and your family—and in a
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We want to be your trusted partner and advocate.
At this essential crossroads of your life, we understand the gravity
and importance of choosing the best advocate to represent you
and your family. That’s why we focus on what we do best—driving your
mesothelioma case toward the most successful result possible—so you
can focus on fighting your cancer, improving your health and wellness,
and taking care of your family and loved ones. It is our honor to be
your advocate in this important fight.
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Take ownership in your legacy to your family. It is possible for you to see
a meaningful and timely recovery from the companies responsible for
your condition—one that will make a profound difference for you and
your family, and offer you peace of mind that your family’s future is secure.
Call us today to discuss your rights and options, and learn more about
why we are passionate about helping you and your loved ones.

